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SKU Designation French Law MSRP

LE639 Lee Reloading Kit #90928 Vente libre 380.00 € incl. tax

Four-station automatic press, Lee 4-Hole Turret Press, comes complete ready to use with the new auto-
engage priming system.
This press allows you to reload your favorite calibers in four lever movements!
No need for a scale anymore, the Lee Auto-Disk automatic doser has 4 drawers, each with 6 pre-calibrated
holes offering 24 possible combinations per powder!The new priming system offers unrivaled flexibility of
use and positioning accuracy.You can also mount, as an option, the Lee automatic primer.
The caliber change is done in seconds and you can keep your tools adjusted thanks to the interchangeable
turret heads.

 

The patented design places the horns on the circumference so there can be no tipping. The linkage is so
powerful that larger magnums are sized with ease. The effort required is so low that the usual heavy bench is
not essential. The Lee Turret Press has a built-in primer catcher, longer stroke, more hand clearance and a
comfortable wooden handle.

Proven design with compound lever. No spring in this turret design. The turret is locked into a solid steel ring
with large rifle-style bolts.

Note: If using a Lee Automatic Powder Measure as well as the Lee Safety Prime on this press, the Powder
Measure Riser will need to be purchased to provide sufficient clearance for the Lee Safety Prime.

For handgun reloaders, a set of Lee Dies is all that is needed to complete this reloading outfit. All this at a
price that will allow you to pay off your investment in a few hours. This press is ideal for loading handguns
and with experienced hands you can load over 200 rounds per hour. For those who want to use the press as a
single station, the auto index feature can be turned off in seconds and then turned back on in the same amount
of time.

For rifle reloaders, the maximum cartridge length that can be reloaded on this press is 2.3125 inches. Any
cartridge longer than this, you will need to turn off the auto index and manually turn the turret by hand.
Additionally, you will need to purchase a rifle loading die and an appropriate case length gauge to cut your
brass after sizing.

Features :

4 Position Turret
50 cartridges in less than 15 minutes
Steel base
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Primer catcher
Automatic priming on press
New Lee Lever Prime System
Pistol or rifle calibers
Wooden 'Roller Handle'

For illustration, The 4-hole turret press is mounted on the Lee bench plate. This item is sold
separately.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


